Gender Assignment
gender assignment is a blog project founded in 2013 for the
exhibition, construction at a+d gallery (curated by sabina ott). featuring
interviews, personal narratives, and guest writers, gender assignment supports
an intersectional feminist exploration on gender identity, custom, and oppression.
topics range from arts and culture, to economy, citizenship, to sexuality and
pornography. the blog supports diverse experiences and opinions in an
environment for open conversation with the ultimate goal to promote new narratives.
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EXPERIENCES IN BOSNIA

Judy Chicago’s team for The Dinner Party
For the Kerry James Marshall exhibition at the Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago I was commissioned by Ann Meisinger
and Rosie May to do a reinterpretation of Gardner’s Art Through The
Ages. The books will be on display during the exhibition in the
education lobby.
The project statement: “Collaborator, apprentice, assistant,
fabricator, installer—these are some of the many terms referring to
invisible labors which make art and architecture possible.
Historically, the work of mosaic workers, fresco painters,
minaturists, quilters, printers and sculptors—just to name a few—is
often, if not always, unrecorded. Gardner’s Art Through the Ages has
a predictably complicated relationship to such hidden labors. For
instance, though her work on Rodin’s sculptures is the stuﬀ of
legend, Camille Claudel is not mentioned in the brief section on his
work. Japanese woodblock printers, though acknowledged as
essential and highly skilled labor, are unnamed. In the two-page
spread on feminism, Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party has no
mention of the legions of women crafters who made the work
possible, and the collaboration’s critical contribution to a discussion
on feminist art practice.This project is an exploration of invisible art
labor through the Marxist feminist perspective. This perspective
considers these unacknowledged or unpaid labors in relationship to
power, capital, accumulation and privatization. This research will be
presented in a series of pink bookmark tip ins throughout the book
as marginalia challenging our notions of authorship and artistic
masterpiece. The wrap cover with the title is made from handmade
paper I made with Miriam Schaer.”

Camille Claudel

Josephena De Obidos

Hildegard Von Bingen

Nicholas Hilliard

Vanessa Bell
#invisible makers #kerry james marshall #vanessa bell
#hildegard von bingen #judy chicago #Nicholas Hilliard
#Josefina De Obidos #Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago
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MORE YOU MIGHT LIKE

The Namesake

Melissa Hilliard, sister of Landon Hilliard. Melissa is my namesake,
Landon, my son’s.
Landon AranzamendezPotter. This was the name one of our doctors
told us was the only possibility in their database, which did not allow
hyphenation or spaces. No “-” or “ ”. Not possible, no matter how

many times I asked. This is the 21st Century, I protested. Combined
names are…well, they aren’t so usual, but the principle is clear, isn’t
it? What about families of other origins, for whom name variants
didn’t match their silly system? No, we are sorry, ma'am. You have
to choose for the database. That day, we chose Potter. It’s just
simpler. They wore us down, dammit.
We talked about how we would combine our names, which would
come first, whether we’d shorten, or rearrange it. As an artist, my
name is my trademark, the way people can find me on the internet.
As the family history goes, the Hilliards were descendants of
Nicholas Hilliard, Queen Elizabeth I’s court painter who painted her
in miniature size. They came over on the Mayflower, and were so
bored with the Puritans they moved the party to North Carolina. I
was named for one of the daughters, Melissa Hilliard. Her brothers
were Landon, Louellen, and Logan. On a family tree a fellow named
Algenon Augustus Zollicoﬀer stood out as the person I’d least likely
name someone after. In our family, we carry the whole person in our
name, as their last name becomes our middle name. I am Melissa
Hilliard Potter.
When I got married, I kept my name. I shouldn’t say I kept it–it
wasn’t even a debate to say that any decision was made around it.
Even through the 1900s, coverture dictated that a woman was a
man’s property by name and station. She had no rights to property,
and even into the 60s, her own line of credit. I get that Potter is my
father’s name, but by keeping it my own, I also keep Melissa Hilliard
closer. One more woman whose memory isn’t buried by marriage.
Aranzamendez–my husband’s last name and a rich history reaching
from the Philippines to possibly Moorish Spain–and Potter represent
completely diﬀerent religious and cultural backgrounds. (In fact, very
little tangible information on this branch of the Aranzamendez and
Potter families exists beyond a couple of generations.)
A-R-A-N as in “Nancy”, Z as in “Zebra”, A-M as in “Mary”, E-N as in
“Nancy”-D-E-Z as in “Zebra.”
But in full commitment to parity, when we had a child placed with
us, we chose “Aranzamendez Potter” for the last name. No middle

name. No hyphen. Just a space between: two names, two people
with two proud histories.
Finding a first name that fits with both is a challenge. Trying to find
one that was relatively gender-neutral, an extra challenge. In the
world of domestic open adoption, name choices don’t belong to the
adoptive parents, they are a joint decision between birth parent and
adoptive parents. One of the first questions in the match meeting is
names for consideration. We presented Landon, Adrian (for the
Adriatic sea, and sounds reasonable with both our last names), and
Wallace (for a close friends father, Wallace Terry, a famous author
and civil rights activist.)
Our birth mother agreed on Landon, and when he was born, she
gave that as the first name to be recorded on the birth certificate.
She added a name she chose to remind her of what she would have
named him herself, followed by her last name. When our adoption
finalizes, the birth certificate changes to the name we agreed on
together, Landon, and the last name, Aranzamendez Potter.
What is in a name? An awful lot, actually. Between feminism, family
histories, and open adoption, we created quite a few bends in the
tree. Perhaps interesting or a pain in the neck to our son one day,
whose identity is multi-racial and multi-family, and can’t be properly
defined by just one name.
#adoption #last names #feminism #wallace terry #nicholas hilliard
#queen elizabeth I #open adoption #melissa potter #mel potter
#personal
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Fools, Fellas, Feminism and
Oprah: An Interview with
Stephanie Graham

Fella #3, Stephanie Graham
I got to meet Stephanie Graham at the BING Reading Room for the
Chicago on My Mind afterparty, thanks to connector extraordinare,
Sabina Ott. We swung it out and I felt great in her presence. Graham
says “Oprah is a girlfriend and I want to be that to my subjects”,
which feels 100% true spending even five minutes with her. It makes
for some extraordinary artwork—from the loving, hilarious, and
incredibly absorbing interviews in So This One Guy, to
#NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY, her project with Maya Mackrandilal
slaying sexism for all.
Enjoy this irresistible interview!
First of all, I am crazy about your work from a lot of
perspectives. I really enjoy the performance strategies, the
inclusion of many voices—even when they are all your own.
Let’s start with Fellas Project, a series of re-enactments and

photographs staging relationship events. I would love to hear
more about your choice to use yourself as all the characters! As
well, I’d love to hear what you’ve uncovered in the process.

YAY! That makes me so happy to hear you enjoy the work! Thanks
for interviewing me too! I’m really honored!! Shout out to Sabina Ott
for connecting us! I’m very thankful!
So the FELLA Project was a personal project I wanted to create after
I felt like I was just getting into these ridiculous situations with guys I
was dating, and I was over it! I was over them, and I was over myself
for putting myself in these situations with FOOLS. I mean complete
FOOLS! I don’t know if they are Fools or just the situations but
anyway. Since these were my stories, I wanted to participate in
them. I don’t think it would have worked the other way. Dudes
would be like “ooh are you going to do a photo on me?” I’m like
um…this is not a celebratory thing boo boo this is real life LOL.
Others have wanted me to photograph them as their past
relationships, I thought that was interesting, but then it also felt
gimmicky like I was running a Groupon and that’s not the goal of the
work. FELLAS is a project of how I saw the situation.
FELLAS was also a project where I learned that I was being seen as
a performance artist and I didn’t like that because I always saw
performance art as black leotards and being weird but now I see
that its not ALWAYS black leotards and I’m getting better at
accepting the medium for myself now.

Laura, So This One Guy Project
So This One Guy explores similar themes, but from the
perspective of diverse, dating women. I love the inclusion of
your laughter and feedback in the interviews, it has an intimacy.
These have a conversational, but storytelling quality and reveal
a lot about gender dynamics. How do you think your various
strategies uncovered new narratives? What was your process of
interviewee selection?
Thank you! I love hearing peoples’ experiences it’s my favorite thing
to listen to a great story. I’m also very nosy so I like to ask questions
to find out how someone got to a certain point. I’m trying to be
Oprah in my interview strategy, Oprah is a girlfriend I want to be that
to my subjects. Also sometimes feminism stuﬀ can be so structured,
I can be mad feminist but homeboy still needs to pay the bill WTF!
My process for finding interviewees was anyone who felt
comfortable sharing a story where they can have a good sense of
humor. I never know the stories the ladies are going to share, unless
they have several stories and just need help picking one, and then I
look at the following:
1. Is this funny;
2. Will the dude bother my subject after this story is out there;
3. Does this show the woman in a good light?
#3 is interesting for me, and something I think about. I remember
interviewing a woman that was a jerk about her situation; she used
the man she was speaking about for free meals and jewelry! It was
intriguing because that’s not my life I’ve never dated someone to
take me out to get jewelry but I’m not trying to have comments
making fun of my subjects or putting them down, and that was what
would have happened to her. Maybe I will change that in the future

because dating has all sorts of levels but for now. I just want the
ladies to be chill, look fly and tell a story that we can all chuckle at
and find it relatable.

I’m always experimenting with diﬀerent ways to get the stories
because this is a project that I want to keep going but I want it to be
visually interesting for the viewer.
I have learned that internet dating is a no go! I have tried it I know
many finds success but damn…lots of the stories comes from
dudes found on a website or app.

#NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY Maya Mackrandilal, Stephanie Graham
Photo: Doug McGoldrick
I am beyond excited you will be sharing
#NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY at our Revolution at Point Zero
Feminist Social Practice Symposium April 21! As someone who
grew up around goddess-worshiping feminists, I particularly
love the strategies of performance of myth and radical
rethinking of culture and our collective future. How did this

project evolve, and what are your plans for new interventions?
Thanks! I’m excited also the line up you have is awesome its going
to be a beautiful day! I’m curious which goddesses you grew up
worshiping that’s amazing!

Maya and I met at the HATCH Projects Residency at the Chicago
Artists Coalition. Maya had been working on this project called
“Bedtime Stories of White Supremacy” where she plays the
Goddess Lakshmi and tells stories of slaying white supremacy with
another performance collective FemMelanin. I loved it, and Maya
approached me about working together once. I said to her hmmm
what if Lakshmi had a friend…
So here comes Oya. If you look at the way media displays female
friendships there is some sort of hierarchy where there is always one
friend that is higher than the other, I always give the example of
Oprah and Gayle, both successful but we all know Oprah is the big
dog right? With Oya and Lakshmi, both of these goddesses can end
the world on their own neither is bigger than the other they are seen
and treat each other as equals.
So together Oya and Lakshmi has come into Chicago creating miniprotests and letting the world know that we are not here for the
patriarchal bullshit!! They are ruining everything, so we are here to fix
it all, per usual everything is better when a woman takes care of it.
I think #NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY is fun and approachable which
is good because I like to create things that have an easy access
point because once you’ve decided to go to the party the next step
is talking to the people and the viewer gets to decide how deep they
want to get in the work. Some people like to just take a protest
button and post themselves wearing it, others want to go deeper
and share their own experiences of and radical dreams and I’m here
for all of that.
Maya and I recently contributed an essay to Jessica Caprnigro’s
“Feminist Advice From the City of Broad Shoulders.” That was a
fantastic opportunity and challenge for me because I’ve never

contributed an essay before so now not only am I performance
artist( got dammit!) I’m an essayist. Maya on the other hand writes
all the time and is an excellent writer.
Maya is currently living and working in Los Angeles which is great
for expansion, we are brainstorming what’s next.
I am crazy for this quote from #NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY:
“What does it mean to be a strong woman with friends in a
culture that can only imagine female sexual competition for the
ever-elusive ‘good man’?” How do you two construct new
mythologies and futures for women?
Well, I would hope at its most basic form it shows “see women can
get along and love each other and slay the world all at the same
damn time, we recognize each others strengths see each other as
equals and get the job done”!
I get tired of the nit pick that women can bring or hearing women
maybe having issue with another woman co worker or someone in
management and its like okay.. if everyone would stop and work
together everyone would have a lot less anxiety and a lot more
could get done. Oya and Lakshmi both understand each other in a
sense that they are both equally the bomb. You don’t want to mess
with either goddess on there own but once you found out they are
best girlfriends…look out world!!!! The Patriarchy should be afraid….
Sort of reminds me of a friend of mine that was shocked to find out
a girl he once dated was one of my friends. He was like “oh i didn’t
know y’all were friends’ well now you know buddy so WATCH OUT!!
I’m really interested in hearing how you see your mythical and
fantasy-based work like #NEWGLOBALMATRIARCHY in
conversation with the womanist tradition of artists like Walker
and Morrison, and current artists like Cauleen Smith, Wagechi
Mutu, Krista Franklin, and other artists who use Afrosurreal or
AfroFuturist strategies to construct representations of women.
Oh man these are some heavy hitters that you have named here. It
would be an honor to be grouped with any of these women I’m fans

of them all, I think I am still discovering where my voice would lie
with these women but what I do know is that I like to make work that
has an easy entry point because art can be hard to get into, I want
to make that easier because I think art should be enjoyed and talked
about with everyone so it takes all kinds and all access points, and
I think if you imagining with me that you are a goddess and it makes
you slay your day and stand up to racism and patriarchal
foolishness dope, if hearing a woman talk about a date makes you
think…you know what EFF MY SITUATION or whatever that’s good
with me. I think my work is playful and humorous but still deals with
real shit so its digestible…hmmm gee could I be the Key and Peele
of the art world oh shit I don’t know if i like that…I’m new to the
game so I’m still working on that.

Golden Kids, exhibition still. Photo: David Crewe
Some artists who come to mind I think share some your ideas
include Ryan Trecartin, Nikki S. Lee, and Howardina Pindell–who
are some of your inspirations?
Wow, thanks for the afternoon of learning of these artists, the only
one out of this bunch that I heard of was Nikki S. Lee. I love Carrie
Mae Weems, Mickalene Thomas, Renee Cox and of course Cindy
Sherman, Gary Wineogrand, Kerry James Marshall but most of all I

really really love Anthony Gioceloa.
Where can we see your work in the upcoming months?
I’m really working on organizing and making my studio great
because I want to start having people over for conversations about
my work, so after your symposium and Open Engagement are
concluded I’m participating in the Petty Biennial curated by La
Keisha Leek and Sadie Woods. I’m exploring a new idea for that
show though and that idea is investigating and celebrating the
culture around a leather coat company called Pelle Pelle! I’m really
excited about the show and it opens May 19th.
#stephanie graham #newglobalmatriarchy #Fellas Project #Petty Biennial
#Feminist Social Practice Symposium #so this one guy #interview
#melissa hilliard potter
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Children’s Reading List in
Progress

Recent studies indicate children solidify their concepts of gender
diﬀerence between the ages of 5 and 7, and they are reinforced
among their peers as well as their caregiver/family units. At the same
time, they are developing their concepts of race diﬀerence. I’ve often
heard the “oh well” from my peer group, as though there is nothing
we can really do to change it. Children learn gender and race
diﬀerence from us, of course, but they also learn about it from their
environment. When I realized my child’s classroom books featured
almost entirely white boy protagonists–and that he spends far more
time a day there than with me–I wanted to try a diﬀerent approach.
Thanks to the wonderful brain trust of Facebook, I’m building a list I
hope to continue to add to here, and hope to share as many of these
books with our daycare, and others, too.
Online Sources
The Reading Rainbow Skybrary
Barefoot Books Diversity Section
Diverse Kids Books
Muslim Kids as Heroes
Teaching Tolerance
American Indians in Children’s Literature
A Mighty Girl
Ms. Marvel (Kick ass, non-sexualized women and girl superheroes)
Book Recommendations
Lost and Found Cat: The True Story of Kunkush’s Incredible Journey
The true story about one cat’s journey to be reunited with his wartorn family has been seen by millions of people and is now a
heartwarming picture book. When an Iraqi family is forced to flee
their home, they can’t bear to leave their beloved cat, Kunkush,
behind. So they carry him with them from Iraq to Greece, keeping

their secret passenger hidden away. But during the crowded boat
crossing to Greece, his carrier breaks and the frightened cat runs
from the chaos. In one moment, he is gone. After an unsuccessful
search, his family has to continue their journey, leaving
brokenhearted. A few days later, aid workers in Greece find the lost
cat. Knowing how much his family has sacrificed already, they are
desperate to reunite them with the cat they love so much. A
worldwide community comes together to spread the word on the
Internet and in the news media, and after several months the
impossible happens—Kunkush’s family is found, and they finally get
their happy ending in their new home. This remarkable true story is
told by the real people involved, with the full cooperation of
Kunkush’s family.
Rebel Girls
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls is a children’s book packed
with 100 bedtime stories about the life of 100 extraordinary women
from the past and the present, illustrated by 60 female artists from
all over the world.
Julis
When Maya’s grandfather comes for a visit, he brings a surprise in a
crate–something, he says, to teach her fun and sharing. Maya hopes
it’s a horse or a big brother. But instead it’s Julius, a big, cool pig.
Maya’s parents see Julius as a slob, but Maya herself sees another
Julius altogether. She sees a playmate, a protector, and sharer in all
that’s magical and wild. Full color.
The Barking Mouse
Mamá, Papá, Sister, and Brother Ratón go for a picnic on a beautiful
day. After a delicious lunch, Mamá and Papá smooch–eeewww!–and
Brother and Sister must find something to do. And what could be
more fun than teasing the cat behind the fence?
Pippi Longstocking
Tommy and his sister Annika have a new neighbor, and her name is
Pippi Longstocking. She has crazy red pigtails, no parents to tell her

what to do, a horse that lives on her porch, and a flair for the
outrageous that seems to lead to one adventure after another!
Ronia The Robber’s Daughter

On the night Ronia was born, a thunderstorm raged over the
mountain, but in Matt’s castle and among his band of robbers there
was only joy - for Matt now had a spirited little black-haired
daughter. Soon Ronia learns to dance and yell with the robbers, but
it is alone in the forest that she feels truly at home. Then one day
Ronia meets Birk, the son of Matt’s arch-enemy. Soon after Ronia
and Birk become friends the worst quarrel ever between the rival
bands erupts, and Ronia and Berk are right in the middle.
Teresa Moure, Mamá, Ti Si Que Me Entendes!
My Abuelita
With this life-aﬃrming picture book, Johnston and Morales create a
loving tribute to the special bond between grandparent and
grandchild and to storytellers everywhere.
Red: A Crayon’s Story
Red has a bright red label, but he is, in fact, blue. His teacher tries to
help him be red (let’s draw strawberries!), his mother tries to help
him be red by sending him out on a playdate with a yellow
classmate (go draw a nice orange!), and the scissors try to help him
be red by snipping his label so that he has room to breathe. But Red
is miserable. He just can’t be red, no matter how hard he tries!
Finally, a brand-new friend oﬀers a brand-new perspective, and Red
discovers what readers have known all along. He’s blue! This funny,
heartwarming, colorful picture book about finding the courage to be
true to your inner self can be read on multiple levels, and it oﬀers
something for everyone!
#children's books #diversity #feminism #gender equality
#female protagonists #Muslim heroes #black heroes
#Mexican children's books

Waterboarding the Witch

Puck (Unsettled), corn from the 2016 Seeds InService pre-colonial
garden, Maggie Puckett

Part 1 of 2 Seeds InService special feature on family feminist
histories in the Papermaker’s Garden, by Maggie Puckett,
interviewed by project collaborator, Melissa H Potter

While researching my genealogy this summer I discovered blood
relations to at least 18 participants of the infamous Salem witch trials
of 1692. Ranging from the executed to the “aﬄicted” accusers, from
the clergy to the jury, my discovery inspired me to learn more about
the events of that dark episode in colonial America. I am particularly
interested in revisiting the period as it relates to a longer history of
patriarchal oppression of women healers in the Old World and the
genocide of indigenous populations in the New World. Through a
feminist and anti-colonial lens, I’m now crafting a body of work using
fibers from plants indigenous to North America and medicinal herbs
traditionally used for women’s health in Europe and North America.
Below is a sampling of my relatives and the roles they played:
Accused / Executed
Susannah (North) Martin (bef. 1621 - 1692) was once called “one of
the most impudent, scurrilous, wicked creatures of this world” by the
Reverend Cotton Mather (also a relative). Having survived two
accusations of witchcraft in her life, Susannah’s third trial proved
fatal. Imagine this 70 year old woman, assaulted by men who
stripped her naked to look for a “witch’s tit” from which she suckled
her familiar. Even though this mark could be anything from an age
spot to a birth mark, her captors didn’t find the evidence in this way:
they did, however, notice that her breasts were full during the
morning search but slack in the evening, and this was evidence
enough for them that she had suckled her familiar between searches.
She was hanged July 19, 1692. Susannah is my tenth great
grandmother.
John Proctor Jr (abt. 1631 - 1692) was the first male to be accused
of witchcraft in Salem. Against the trials from the start, he believed
the aﬄicted girls were faking. As he was defending his wife against

her charges, John himself was accused along with all his children
and other family members. He was hanged August 19, 1692. His
wife, pregnant at the time, was spared execution until after the baby
was born–which luckily happened after the trials ended. John is my
10th great granduncle.
Accused / Survived
Sarah (Noyes) Hale (1655 - 1697) was the second wife of Reverend
John Hale, one of Salem’s most influential ministers and enthusiastic
supporter of the trials. Accusations against Sarah didn’t occur until
November, after many innocent women, some men, and a couple
dogs had already been executed. For Reverend Hale, though, when
the accusations hit close to home, he stop supporting the trials and
they soon ended. Sarah’s life was spared. Sarah is my 14th cousin 8
times removed.
Aﬄicted / Accusers
Mercy (Lewis) Allen (1675) witnessed the revenge killing by Wabanaki
natives of most of her family in Falmouth, Maine when she was 14.
Traumatized and alone she ended up as a servant in the households
of both George Burroughs (whom Mercy would eventually accuse;
Burroughs is also a relative) and, later, Thomas Putnam (enthusiastic
co-accuser). Mercy gave enthralling testimony of fantastical satanic
experiences, probably enjoying her newly discovered power over
men in a heavily misogynistic society. Her date and place of death
are unknown. Mercy is my 8th cousin 9 times removed.
Clergy
Cotton Mather (1663 - 1728) and his father Increase may be
responsible for the severity of the trials, given their beliefs and
influence. Strict Puritan ministers they believed God’s wrath took the
form of adverse weather, conflict with native communities, illness
and other undesirable events. Their fear of the devil together with
their hatred of women, especially the old and life-weary, laid the
groundwork for the events of 1692. Cotton never admitted any
wrongdoing. Cotton is my 7th cousin 11 times removed.
Why do you think witches are back in fashion?

Because Feminism is back in fashion, or rather, taking center stage
again. There is a reemergence of interest in understanding the
oppression of women in historical contexts. When have women
been considered powerful, or of holding a power that threatened
patriarchy, or the Church, or science, or emerging capitalism?
Certainly, looking back at witch hunts in colonial America, we see an
intersection of all these power structures descending on the women
(and some men) of Essex County, 1692. Today, activists are loudly
condemning capitalism, sexism, and racism, building bridges
between various people’s movements. In this context, we see a
renewed interest in reviving suppressed cultures, thus we start to
think about what so-called witchcraft was really all about.
Why were witches reviled?
In Witches, Midwives, and Nurses: A History of Women Healers,
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English provide a framework for
understanding witch hunts through the 14th-17th century: “a ruling
class campaign of terror directed against the female peasant
population. Witches represented a political, religious and sexual
threat to the Protestant and Catholic churches alike, as well as to
the state.”
In their groundbreaking work, Ehrenreich and English explain how
throughout western history “women have always been healers” but
as these skills were increasingly seen as competition by emerging
male-dominated medicine, the acts of healing were demonized.
In The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New
England, Carol Karlsen highlights women who, after disrupting the
patriarchal inheritance structure, found themselves accused of
witchcraft. My tenth great-grandmother was Susannah North Martin,
an outspoken and intelligent woman long involved in a legal dispute
over her inheritance. She was accused of witchcraft, found guilty,
and hanged on July 19, 1692.
It’s well worth revisiting this time period for a gender-, class-, and
race- adjusted understanding of history.
As a descendent of witches, do you consider yourself a witch?

I don’t think being a witch is something you can inherit. But if a
witch is a person who stands outside the dominant cultural ideology
as determined by the ruling class, then I do have some witch in me,

yes! But, since my relatives played all sides of the trials, I think about
how I’m descended not just from the innocent victims, but from the
cruel, oppressive state and church agents too.
Of course Susannah herself was not a witch, but an innocent victim
of the Puritanical hysteria that dreadful year. More than 300 years
later, Susannah was, finally, oﬃcially exonerated by the state of
Massachusetts.
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A Feminist Love Letter:

Interview with Cindy Rehm
Though I’ve not met Cindy Rehm in person, she has been a critical
part of my feminist dialog online, and in art. Facebook has been our
primary platform of communication, and after a couple of years

getting more familiar with her practice, I had to do an interview!
Enjoy, it is chock full of love and feminism.

Elizabeth Leister performing at Squaring the Circle, Llano del Rio,
CA, May, 2014
I am excited to have such a like minded person and dedicated
feminist in my digital life, even if we’ve never met! When did you
become a feminist, and what kind of impact has it had on your
life?
Yes, me too! It’s been inspiring to watch your work take shape since
we came in contact a few years back, and I appreciate the support
and interest you’ve expressed for my work.
I grew up in rural Pennsylvania surrounded by strong women, but no
one ever called themselves a feminist. I found feminism in the early
1990s after I finished college. I had a printmaking teacher say that I
had the “best hands” of any woman in the program. It was meant as
a compliment to my drawing skills, but there were only two women

in our BFA program! That stuck with me as I tried to figure out how
my work fit into the world of art. I was making small layered
paintings of women from mythology. I started to feel like I might not
be a “real artist” since I wasn’t interested in making the enormous
abstract paintings that featured so prominently in my art education.
One of the experiences that gave me confidence, was seeing a
show of Alison Saar’s work at the Hirshhorn Museum. It was so
inspiring to find her work and understand that art could have
content and be intimate and tactile.
The early 90s is when I read Hayden Herrera’s Frida and marched on
Washington for women’s reproductive rights. I was young and
passionate and finding feminism was so important to my
development as an artist and citizen. I hold the term “feminist” to be
sacred and will always fight vehemently to hold on to it! I bristle
anytime there is a suggestion that we live in post-feminist times or
that we need a new name for the movement. The word “feminist”
has a legacy in the blood, sweat and tears of our foremothers and
we need to keep their memory alive as we continue the fight they
started so long ago.
I was rereading Pink Glass Swan by Lucy Lippard lately, and so
totally struck by how her work remains so fresh and timely. In
your latest project, Feminist Love Letters you describe they
were inspired by a a letter written by Nancy Spero to Lucy
Lippard in 1971: “The enemies of women’s liberation in the arts
will be crushed. Love Nancy.” How do these letters you solicit
from the general public continue the legacy of women’s
empowerment, politically-activated art, and the feminist
agenda? How do contemporary methods of distribution
including a blog and a future zine extend the conversation for
you?
That letter from Spero to Lippard is such an amazing document of
feminist solidarity! There is a narrative in contemporary culture that
women will claw each other’s eyes out to get what they want. I think
that’s terrible myth! I’ve been mentored and supported by so many
women throughout my life and I try to do the same for my students

and younger feminists. The Feminist Love Letter project is a way to
honor the women we love and cherish and to point to the larger
collective of the feminist movement.

Letter to Louise Bourgeois from Andrea Biller Collins
It’s a project I’d been thinking about for a while and my friend Sara
Fowler and I proposed the project to the Women’s Center for
Creative Work. We collected love letters during a Valentine’s Day
residency at the LA Art Book Fair and also via e-mail. It was inspiring
to hear the personal stories participants shared as they penned their
letters. So many women are still left out of history, the letters can be
a small way to honor and mark the contributions of women to our
personal lives and culture at large. We had a deadline for
submissions, so we could produce a zine, but we will continue to
collect and post letters on the blog. I love that the project can
continue to grow and be distributed virtually. Those wishing to
contribute to the Feminist Love Letters project can send an image of

their letter to 1971loveletter@gmail.com.
In your series inspired by Victorian mediumship and seances,
Phenomena of Materialisation and Psychical Research dives
into female hysteria, the occult, other worlds, and by extension,

witchcraft and women’s magic. What kinds of alternative female
narratives are you seeking in this work?
Hysterics, saints, witches, mediums, and feminists are all part of the
same continuum of subversive women…women who react against
the confines of the patriarchy. They are women who yell and scream
and leak bodily fluids or emit ectoplasms, they destabilize
patriarchy’s desire for women to be controlled and contained. In
both hysteria and the Victorian mediumship, there is a fugue state
that creates an opening for the vocalization of new narratives. In my
work, I am especially interested in developing a symbolic language
rooted in female subjectivity, in narratives generated through both
the body and the mind. I am also searching for a kind of eroticism
related to tactile sensations between skins and surfaces and acts
that cut, wound and scar…performative actions that imply a rupture
between the inside and outside of the body.

I am Taken, collage and ink, 2015
Collage plays a big role in transforming the female image in
your work. Tell us about the process and statements in this art
making strategy.
I grew up in a working class family of makers. The women in my
family never had idle hands and I have inherited the desire and need
to be productive. As a media, collage is a perfect fit for my
obsessive tendencies, and the immediacy of the process allows me
make many pieces in a relatively short period of time. I have become
completely wed to the series as a structure and think of the
individual collages like pages from a book and more recently frames
from a film. Lately, I’ve been thinking about how the structure of the
collection may be feminist itself, that it favors dialogues between
and through work as opposed to the monolithic gesture of a single
artwork.
The women in my collages are drawn from fashion images and I
think of them as performing paper dolls who shift and bend like
hysterical bodies throughout a series of work. Often their faces are
hidden by veils or shrouds to create anonymity and to signal
interiority. While the body is a constant in my work, I don’t consider
the work to be figurative. My bodies are symbolic, like the figures in
surrealism, meant to evoke psychological and unconscious states
where reality and inner life blur.

Untitled (Jump Cuts), collage 2016
We got to know each other when Craftswoman House showed
my film in a really cool video & performance event called
Bloodlines. I was thrilled to participate in an exhibition space
explicitly dedicated to the feminist agenda. What was your
inspiration in opening this space?
I started Craftswoman House with artist Launa Bacon in a beautiful
historic bungalow she was renting in Pasadena. I had recently
moved to Los Angeles from Baltimore where I ran an installation
space in my home called spare room. Launa and I were both
inspired by Womanhouse and wanted to make a space that was

dedicated to showing feminist work. We did the project in her house
for about three years and presented exhibitions, lectures,
screenings, performance art, and dance. I am grateful for the
community that grew up around the space and for the feminist
artists I became acquainted with through the project.

After Launa moved to the mid-west, the project turned into the
roving venture Temporary Residence. Not having a space led to
some really interesting collaborations and locations including an
event of site-specific installations and performances that was
staged in the desert among the ruins of a Llano del Rio, a former
socialist colony.

Opera del Espacio performing at Squaring the Circle, Llano del Rio,
CA, May, 2014
Do you think there is a diﬀerence between East and West Coast
feminism? What defines the West Coast scene?
I don’t know that there is a diﬀerence between feminists on the east
and west coast. There are many more feminist centered projects in
LA than other places I’ve lived and a deep spirit towards collectivity.
One of the reasons I was excited about moving to Southern
California was the long history of feminist art here. I had never heard

of The Women’s Building until I moved to LA and have gone on to
meet many women who were founders of that space in the 1970s.
Feminism is in the air here and there are some great new projects
like Micol Hebron’s The Situation Room and the Women’s Center for

Creative Work who presented over 200 events last year! There is a
really strong feminist community here that has become an integral
part of my social and creative life.
Tell us what is on the horizon for you.
I’ve been working with the intergenerational collective, Association
of Hysteric Curators, and we have a show opening this June at
Angels Gate Cultural Center in San Pedro, CA. Coming to the Table:
An Intersection of Feminist Voices will run through the summer and
feature an exhibition, performances, and workshops that explore
female narratives while tracing on-going dialogues passed between,
and through generations of women.
I’m working on a new performance inspired by my familial roots in
Braucherei, a folk magic system practiced in Pennsylvania German
culture. My grandmother was a practitioner and I’ve been
researching the history and methods of the practice. I am
developing a performance ritual based on the structure of the folk
charm for bleeding women and the cycles of the body that present
from first menstruation through menopause.
Cindy Rehm is a Los Angeles based artist and an educator. She is
the co-founder and director of Craftswoman House Temporary
Residence a project dedicated to presenting feminist centered works
in Southern California. She is a member of the Association of
Hysteric Curators and former Director of the Baltimore installation
space spare room. Rehm is the recipient of an Individual Artist
Fellowship in Media from the Tennessee State Arts Commission, a
Learning to Love You More Grant, and a Faculty Development Grant
from Middle Tennessee State University.
Rehm’s work in drawing, performance, and video has been shown at
national and international venues including: Elephant; Los Angeles,

Woman Made Gallery; Chicago, LACE; Los Angeles, Goliath Visual
Space; Brooklyn, Paul Robeson Gallery; Rutgers, ARC Gallery;
Chicago, Transformer; Washington DC, Interaction IV; Sardinia, Italy,
the Archeological Museum; Varna, Bulgaria and at Mains d’Oeuvres;
Saint Ouen, France.
#Cindy Rehm #Feminist Love Letters #Craftswoman House
#Nancy Spero #Lucy Lippard #hysteria #Louise Bourgeois
#Womanhouse #interview
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I IN THE SKY: An Interview
with Edra Soto

A family photo of the artist, Edra Soto, with her Abuela Elvira, circa
2005. Elvira was in many ways the inspiration for I IN THE SKY,
Soto’s exhibition at Harold Washington College’s Pedestrian Project
Gallery.

Over time, I’ve started to enjoy interviewing more than writing. Not a
surprise: I’ve had the great fortune of stellar interviewees. I can think
of no better way to start Gender Assignment’s 2016 roster than with
Chicago-based artist, Edra Soto. A major influencer in the
contemporary art world here and beyond, this interview is full of
historical, cultural and personal references woven together in her
knockout exhibition and performance, I IN THE SKY. Here she talks
about the transformation of gender specific signifiers–like the house
dresses her Abuela Elvira wore and Puerto Rican television culture–
into a non-linear personal timeline featuring a glorious laugh track of
liberation.
In your exhibition I IN THE SKY you feature a series of tapestrylike variations on the house dresses worn by women in Puerto
Rico, and on a very personal level, your grandmother. I have a
lot of questions about that symbol, because you created such a
complex interweaving of ideas with it.
First, how do you think these dresses demarcate gender and
class? What were they as a symbol for you of female
experience?
Historically, these dresses have great significance because they are
the outcome of female rebellions throughout history. Ironically, the
direct descendent of theses house dresses is the Mother Hubbard
dress, a loose-fitting gown meant to dress half-naked South Seas
islander women, to configure to what was considered civilized in the
1800’s.
The house dress transgression was such that not only it became a
symbol of comfort for Caribbean woman of the 20th century, it
became emblematic of a generation. The Caribbean grandmother
archetype wouldn’t be complete without this ordinary cotton dress.
Coco Chanel once said “I wanted to give a woman comfortable
clothes that would flow with her body. A woman is closest to being
naked when she is well-dressed.” I guess theres always that
perpetual battle woman go through in life, of feeling admired by her

looks and accepted by who she is. Perhaps is challenging for
designers to provide clothing or garments that are socially
acceptable and aesthetically pleasant.
Nowadays, these dresses are still visible but subject to ridicule and
parody. In contemporary Puerto Rican comedy, is very common to
find male comedians dressed as an old lady, using these dresses
and a wig with big rollers to portrait a character.
My personal experience with the house dresses came into my life
through my mother and grandmother. Both of them work from home
after having children and spent most of their time at home. My
mothers’ collection of house dresses consisted of sleeveless,
lightweight cotton fabrics with a frontal zipper or buttons. The
palette and patterns vary from bright to pale to floral and geometric
shapes. To my grandmother, these dresses were everything. I
remember taking a closer look at her closet after she pass away.
Everything she ever wore was rooted in style from the house dress.
Anything she wore to o out was exactly in that style. I don’t think she
owned not even one pair of pants.

From the installation and performance, I IN THE SKY. Photo: Clare
Britt.
You made a really interesting choice to print images of cultural

and historical icons in the breast area of the dresses as a sort of
loose-knit, non-linear timeline of your life. Could you tell us
about your thoughts on breasts and sexuality, and how that
relates to the house dress?

The sexualization of breasts in todays society is nonsense. I do
however recognize that breasts’ sexuality can also be seen as a
symbol of power, and I kind of love that about them. I went through
puberty experiencing big breasts and not feeling very comfortable
with them. I remember feeling particularly uncomfortable about the
male predatory stare. Now that I’m middle-aged, I am somewhat
acceptant of my appearance and perhaps grateful for what I have. I
do however, never feel like flaunting publicly what I consider my
private parts.
For the house dresses, I needed them to be gender specific. They
signify a constructed woman character and for the purpose of the
exhibition, they were complemented with “lady masks”, who are
merely halloween masks that are transparent in appearance and
have make-up painted on them; make-up being another way of
customizing gender specificity. Ultimately, I created them as part of
this self-reflection that connects me to the various relationships that
made me who I am today: my relationship with my family; my
geographical relationship; my relationship with the perceptual world.
More precisely, how I recognize things and how the meanings of
those recognitions has evolved throughout the years. The house
dresses also provided an uncommon context for my symbolic
historical icons.
Your grandmother is clearly such an important figure in your life.
Can you tell us about her, and how she influenced your personal
and artistic development?
I’m not quite sure if she has much to do with my personal and
artistic development, but she was one of the oddest persons I met
during my childhood. I remember feeling tremendous love for her
and I was always intrigued by her dark, wrinkly skin. She was always
happy to see me, but she wasn’t a lovey-dovey kind of woman, in

fact, she was a bit of a bully. She lived with my mother’s sister and
took care of my cousins. She was always doing house chores. She
cooked the most amazing rice I’ve ever had and she lay on a
hammock reading tv-guide type of magazines most of the time. And
as I mentioned before, all she ever wore was house dresses.
Perhaps those tv-guide type of magazines (titled Vea, Teve-guia and
even one called Vanidades) that were around me all the time have to
do something with my artistic development. On those you will find
all the move stars idealized or characterized as the human they are,
relatable, but superior looking. To this date, my mom treats the
Vanidades magazine like a collectable piece. She did collect them
and there’s still bookracks full of them at my house. To this date, my
mother’s beauty standards are based on what those magazines and
the television celebrities look like. Sadly, I am judged by her through
that filter.

From the installation and performance, I IN THE SKY. Photo: Clare
Britt.
One of the most interesting aspects of this show is the
conflation of personal and cultural narratives through a
selection of cultural influences that aﬀected you. What I found

particularly interesting is, some of them are Western (Streep,
Schumer, Murphy), and some are very culturally specific (Iris
Chacon). How did these influences rise and fall in your life? And
how did they interact?

Puerto Rico is a colony ruled by the US government with US
economy, and as such American mainstream culture is very much a
part of the Puerto Rican lexicon. The mainstream culture filters into
your life without guidelines that explain the context on which is
portrayed. If you grew up like me, in a middle class family that was
not exactly thinking about the deeper significance of all things
filtered through the American mainstream, then you can relate to this
situation. It only took me 30 years to figure this out. Of course, if you
are living in Puerto Rico for at least half of your life and have nothing
to compare it to, is virtually impossible to make informed
comparisons. Moving to the States helped me understand the
numerous amounts of existent genres and how one infuses it’s
cultural education by experiencing them. It also helped me
understand how diﬀerent I am to an American that was born in the
States.
All the characters are represented as adulterated versions of the
Mexican Milagro (Mexico being another “outside world” fascination).
The original ex-voto or dije, is used to worship and heal, and its
symbolism is not universal. I choose the aspect of the Milagros to
represent my pictures as a connector to an artifact that carries great
meaning and explores human worshiping.
I start understanding what all of these character meant to me,
including Puerto Rican vedette Iris Chacon, during my adulthood.
What bonds them together?: they are artifices of a fabricated reality
that comforted me for years, my preferred form of escapism. On a
deeper level, and as to how I engage with some of these characters
intellectually, I attribute their influence on my thoughts of culture,
class and gender. But I also know they don’t resolve anything to
anyone but myself, perhaps. They are as important and as
unimportant as they can be.

I walked away from your show thinking over and over about
laughter as liberation. I did a lot of research on this topic for my
graduate thesis! I’m fascinated with the ways laughter amplifies
our ideas and attitudes. The addition of laughter on records with
your exhibition is lyrical, but I also think it is conceptually very
deep! Please tell us more about your thoughts on that.
The laughter (or brightness, or loudness) of my upbringing comes
from idiosyncratic aspects of Puerto Rican culture. The music, the
wild abandon of nature, sun, fashion in the Caribbean and the
colorful landscape. I don’t think of them as stereotypes because I
perceive them as diﬀerent, and physically louder in comparison to
how I experienced these things in America.
I am no stranger to laughing out loud—it is one of my favorite things
to experience that arises from natural circumstances. Friends and
strangers have told me for many years how much they think about
my laughter. At some point, motivated by expanding on the dual
portrait titled Excess of Joy, I decided to create this recorded
version. Being double sided, the record became the perfect format
to present a dual laughter piece. To self-induce laughter in the most
natural way possible, I decided to watch Delirious by Eddie Murphy.
I used headphones to listened to Murphy and a mic to record myself
throughout the hour special. Once all the laughter was generated (by
me) I reformatted the order to create a type of melody, if you will,
that made the sound piece eﬀective in it’s progression.
For I In The Sky, the laughter serves as the installation soundtrack
and denotes the absurdity of it’s parts. I think it also speaks to what
extent I am willing to laugh at myself, but I also see the laughter as
you describe it, a kind of liberation or acceptance. It is my way, my
win.

From the installation and performance, I IN THE SKY. Photo: Clare
Britt.
#edra soto #I IN THE SKY #Abuela #sexuality #Puerto Rico
#Iris Chacon #laughter #interview #vanidades
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What Were the Chances:
Bosnian Women at the
Spansko Refugee Camp

What were the chances that a video exists of Senja at the Spansko
camp recorded in 1993, around the time of our correspondence?
What were the chances that her son could convince his boss in
Croatia to turn the unused barracks into a safe haven from the mass
murders and rapes taking place in her village across the border?
That they all survived, went home, and can now fish in the summer,
drink coﬀee, and smoke in peace?
What were the chances another letter fell out of a folder I moved
tonight, from Fahira, the woman who accepted our donations after
Senja went back to Grapska?
September 18, ‘95
“You asked me what I thought about the color brown–I like light and
alive colors which refresh, I just got some brown clothes and I can
tell you that I like them.
On the photograph, your hand is a bit bigger than mine.

For sure we’ll never meet, but through letters and photographs,
people can be friends.”
Footage of Senja and Women Refugees at Spansko Camp 1993
#grapska #bosnia #refugee camps #bosnian war #genocide
#feminism #spansko camp
1 note

Fearless Food: LaManda Joy
on Victory Gardens and Rosie
Riveters
image

LaManda Joy, Founder of the Peterson Garden Project
Gardens are radical. Food is a feminist issue. I’ve been researching
the story of women in the Chicago Victory Garden movement, and
realized pretty quickly LaManda Joy is the go-to authority on this
amazing piece of our history. One of the leading urban gardeners
today, she shares her philosophy and family history with the nation’s
Victory Garden movement in this interview with Gender Assignment.
LaManda, your parents sound like really fascinating people. In
one of your lectures you mention your father was drafted at age

18, and your mother became a “Rosie the Riveter”. Where did
she work, and what skills did she acquire? Did she use any of
them when your father returned? What did she do after the war?

On her 16th birthday, my Mother got on the streetcar in L.A. and
went to Webber Showcase (which, before the war was a jewelry
case maker - during the war they manufactured bomber doors) and
applied for a job as a Rosie the Riveter and got it. She had tried
earlier but they said she had to be 16. The Rosies at her factory
worked in pairs - you had the riveter and a “blocker” who held a
block under the area being riveted. They used to write
encouragement notes to the G.I.s and put them inside the bomber
doors.
I don’t know if she got it during her time as a Rosie, but my mother
is a hard worker. Up into her 80s she put women half her age
(including myself) to shame with all she accomplished. After the war
she, like many other women, returned to home making and my
mother was a full-time mom. She did have jobs as long as they
didn’t get in the way of being home when we were home (I have a
brother and sister who are 15 and 13 years older than me,
respectively. We are all adopted.) When I was in grade school she
drove the Senior Citizen bus during the school year and she’d pick
me up and it would be me and the old folks tooling around town.
That was a lot of fun. In the summers she would work for the local
strawberry farmer. You can read more about that here:
http://theyarden.com/the-strawberry-queen-of-columbia-county/
My parents both had an incredible work ethic that I hope I have
inherited. They had a lot of pride in what they did - everything they
did - and were proud of a job well done.
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LaManda Joy, author of Start a Community Food Garden: The
Essential Handbook (Timber Press, 2015). Photo courtesy of Timber
Press
You said your father was an avid gardener. How did he become
so knowledgable? How did he teach you these skills? Did your
mother garden with him, too?
After the war, my parents moved to Oregon from L.A. to be near my
Mother’s grandparents (who had raised her). It was there that my
Father learned to garden from my great grandfather. When I came
along in the late 60’s he had become an avid gardener and I was out
there with him from my earliest memories. Mother also gardened but
she worked on the flowers. She also was an incredible
cook/baker/preserver so she taught me all those skills.
Did your mother get involved in the Victory Garden movement in
Chicago while your father was at war?
They lived in L.A. and she remembers having a small garden at her
grandparent’s house.
Were women the primary gardeners during this time? How did
women balance their domestic duties with gardening during this
movement?
You would think this would be the case but, surprisingly, the
“records” indicate that a lot of men who were unable to fight (due to
age or medical conditions) were leaders in the movement. That
doesn’t mean women didn’t play their part. In the Chicago story,
there are strong women with leadership roles in the Victory Garden
movement. But in the “rank and file” stories, if you will, there’s more
about men doing it than women. Also, organizers (at least in
Chicago) were very specific that Victory Gardens were something to
be done in “leisure time” - they didn’t want it distracting from the

business of war. They also stressed that just a few hours a week
could provide food for a family. Which is true to this day.
How did recipes change during this time?

Rationing made everything scarce (thus the need for the Victory
Gardens). Sugar was in short supply so people used molasses.
Butter was hard to come by so people substituted applesauce.
There’s a whole “genre” of “ration recipes” available on the internet.
I’ve made and tasted some. They weren’t so great… but, admittedly,
it was a limited sampling.
How did their lives change when Victory Gardens were no
longer needed for the war?
Contrary to popular belief, the Victory Garden movement continued
after the war. The names just changed…at first, as the world was
settling down and communism and the cold war were coming into
play, they were called “Freedom Gardens” and you’d see
propaganda like “Food Fights the Red Menace”. Then, as the world
started to slowly recuperate and the troops came home, inflation hit
so they were called “Thrift Gardens”… I’ve heard many stories of
former neighborhood Victory Gardens lasting for years after the war
only to go away when the land was used for other purposes. And, of
course, Boston has the famous Fenway Gardens which have
continued from the site of an original WW2 garden to this day.
There’s also one on the South Side in Chicago called Rainbow
Beach that was an original Victory Garden.
The story of Peterson Garden Project is a truly remarkable one,
built on the site of an original Victory Garden! How does this
project invoke the values of the Victory Garden movement?
Growing up with Greatest Generation parents I got a daily dose of
their ethos “nobody’s going to do it for you,” “pull yourself up by
your bootstraps,” “we’re all in this together,” etc. So when the
opportunity to garden on this original Victory Garden came about I
thought those lessons would be useful today. I get a pervading

sense that people expect someone else to solve their problems particularly where food is concerned and the related areas of health
and nutrition. Seems to me the easiest way to cut to the chase and
impact the problem was to teach people how to grow their own
food. Basic, right? Or, as my Father used to tell me with one of his
army sayings (edited to be more loving…) “KISS: Keep it Simple
Sweetheart” The Victory Garden movement inspired me because
huge amounts of people learned to grow food (90% of Chicago
Victory Gardeners had never gardened before) and solve the
problems of their time. Why not give people the skills and
opportunity to do it again to solve the challenges of our times?
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LaManda Joy’s new book, Start A Community Food Garden
——————————————————————————————LaManda Joy wants to inspire everyone she meets to grow their own
food… seriously. She is an author, national speaker, award winning
master gardener and considered the “Best Urban Farmer in
Chicago.” Inspired by the massive WW2 Victory Garden movement
she founded the Peterson Garden Project in 2010.
This award winning education and community gardening program
utilizes empty urban property to create short-term organic gardens
where thousands of people have the opportunity to learn how to
grow their own food. Peterson Garden Project also operates a
Community Cooking school to teach people how to cook their own
food, too.

She has collaborated on Fearless Food Gardening in Chicagoland: A
Month-by-month Guide for Beginners (2013) and Start a Community
Food Garden: The Essential Handbook (2015).
LaManda has served on the board of the American Community
Gardening Association, spoken at the Library of Congress, national
conferences, garden shows, festivals, libraries and appeared on PBS
and other media outlets and was featured in the documentary Food
Patriots…Her rallying cry “We can grow it!” recognizes the influence
of the past while invigorating the American can-do spirit to create a
positive future.
Her home garden, The Yarden, has been featured in local and
national news outlets and is the basis for her blog and Facebook
presence TheYarden.com.
#LaManda Joy #Peterson Garden Project #Victory Gardens
#Rosie the Riveter #gardening #food #feminism
#Start a Community Food Garden #The Yarden #interview

For Victory: GBH in the USO

Elizabeth Isakson-Dado installs her work at the Papermaker’s
Garden.
For the Terrain Biennial in the Papermaker’s Garden at Columbia
College Chicago I curated a site-specific exhibition called, “Victory
Gardens”. For this exhibition, Gender Assignment guest
blogger, Elizabeth Isakson-Dado created a hand-letterpressed
edition of quotes and ephemera about her grandmother, who joined
the USO Women’s Unit (United Service Organizations for National
Defense Stateside) during World War II. What follows is a wonderful
picture of her grandmother’s life by Isakson-Dado told through found
letters.
Grace Bradbury Hadley MacMillian, aka “Polly” b. 1912, d. 2009
After my grandmother passed away, I began piecing together a
glimpse of her life during the war. In the clutter of her oﬃce, I found
stacks and stacks of yellow legal pads full of lists, agendas & halfwritten memoirs. Grace often started memoir projects, beginning at
diﬀerent places in time, but never really got around to finishing them.
I feel it would be diﬃcult, at 97, to sum up an adventurous life so
succinctly.

Installation in the Papermaker’s Garden by Elizabeth Isakson-Dado
Luckily for us, Grace was a steadfast letter writer, and kept every
one of her Christmas newsletters since 1938, so it is easy to fill in
the blanks. The beautiful part of this discovery is that I can hear the
voice of my grandmother in her late 20s, working diligently, traveling
the world, and being altogether hilarious. On the dim-out conditions
to prevent airstrikes:
“I just came back from New York and there you take your life in
your hands if you cross a street after dark. Taxis drive with
parking-lights on but maintain their usual speed. They’ll
probably do a better job than bombs!” – GBH, December 1942
Grace was a woman of means, who read voraciously. She loved
adventure stories as a child, and took up adventuring as soon as
she could. Grace was the first woman to own a car in her small
town– and she drove that thing, a 1936 Plymouth named “Priscilla,”
across the country at least twice. Grace studied at both Wellesley
College and the University of Wisconsin - Madison, where she
graduated in 1934. She received her masters in Christian Education
from the Chicago Theological Seminary in 1938, and worked at
several churches in Chicago before joining the USO.

Installation in the Papermaker’s Garden by Elizabeth Isakson-Dado
In 1942, Grace became Assistant Director of the USO in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, a job that took her to Jacksonville,
Arkansas, then San Francisco and Hawaii. She wrote about her
schedule of 15 hour work days with charm & excitement. Here’s a
few excerpts from my favorite letter, from August 1942, three weeks
after her move to New Hampshire:
“…When I first saw the YW building a big sign caught my eye
titled “USO Women’s Unit.” Away went all the ideas of
glamorous work with servicemen that everyone had been
putting in my head in connection with the USO! Personally, I
hadn’t had many illusions.”
“…Occasionally, our parties are interrupted because an “alert”
is called, either for some possible emergency or because the
commanding oﬃcer wants to see how fast the boys can get
back to the barracks.

Installation in the Papermaker’s Garden by Elizabeth Isakson-Dado
“… Incidentally, I’m taking up “jitterbugging” to keep up with the
army, but it’s a strain on my patriotism.”
Grace was married at 38, and had her first child, my mother, at 41. I
know from her memoirs she wasn’t concerned with “what was
proper,” even when it came to her engagement. She wore a family
diamond ring passed down from an aunt, since my grandfather had
already given her the “keys to his Jeep as a token, which was more
important to a student on the GI Bill, working on a degree in
Mechanical Engineering. I didn’t care! It was the thought that
counted.” Grace has inspired me to live the life I want, get more
education, focus on setting myself apart instead of settling down,
and remain unconcerned with biological clocks. The letters she left
us are the perfect memoirs–feminist, funny, and fearless.

Elizabeth Isakson-Dado is an artist and musician working in
installation, hand papermaking, letterpress printing and new media.
She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Printmaking from Wayne State
University (2004), and a Master of Fine Arts in Interdisciplinary Book

& Paper Art from Columbia College Chicago (2013). Her paintings
and artist’s books have been shown at Detroit Contemporary,
Cranbrook Academy of Art and the Center for Book & Paper Arts.

Elizabeth was named Top 20 in their 20’s by Crain’s Detroit Business,
Lyceum Visiting Artist at University of Michigan Press, Featured
Emerging Artist at Wyandotte Art Fair and has received an Access
Arts Grant for Public Art in Detroit. She has also taught as Adjunct
Instructor for the undergraduate Intro to Letterpress class at
Columbia College Chicago.
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